Dirtier -- kitchen sink or floor? (Kelly Reynolds, Ph.D., an assistant professor of microbiology at the University of Arizona)

Researchers Probe Dramatic Drop in Vaccination (Kacey Ernst and Elizabeth Jacobs, both epidemiologists at the University of Arizona College of Public Health)

Can Selenium Lower Prostate Cancer Risk? (Researchers at the University of Arizona)

Discovery and Structure-Activity Relationships of Modified Salicylanilides as Cell Permeable Inhibitors of Poly(ADP-ribose) Glycohydrolase (PARG) (Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, College of Pharmacy and Arizona Cancer Center, University of Arizona)

UI women's health tissue bank becoming more widely used (David Harris, a University of Arizona immunobiology professor)

Illegal immigrants hit by lightning near Parker Canyon Lake, sent to hospital (UMC)

COMMUNIY WELL-BEING: Dr. Carlos Gonzales associate professor in Family and Community Medicine at the UA College of Medicine